Conference Venue and Hotels

Useful Links for Attendees

- Concordia University EV Building (2nd floor, room EV2.260)
- Concordia University to Croisière AML Harbour Directions
- Old Montreal and Harbour Map (Social event location)

You can view hotels and conference location for VECOS 2017 in a larger map.

Montreal is a cosmopolitan city with a variety of hotel and accommodation facilities. Although there are plenty of options in the surrounding areas of the conference venue at Concordia University, which you can find out on your own via web services, we have negotiated special rates for VECOS 2017 attendees at a few hotels for your own convenience. The VECOS special rates are on a first-come-first-serve basis. Please make your reservations early. When you call or email, mention that you are a Concordia Guest to benefit from the Concordia corporate rate.

**Le Nouvel Hotel**
- VECOS Rate: CDN$145 (regular rate is CDN$189)
- Maps and Directions
- Call (514) 931-0961 or email lelmtouni@lenouvelhotel.com

**Chateau Versailles**
- VECOS Rate: CDN$135 (regular rate is CDN$215)
- Maps and Directions
- Call 1-514-933-3611 or email reservations@versailleshotels.com

**Novotel Montreal**
- VECOS Rate: CDN$137 (regular rate is CDN$199)
- Maps and Directions
- Call 514-861-6000 or email reservations@novotelmontreal.com

**Best Western Europa**
- VECOS Rate: CDN$162 (regular rate is CDN$173)
- Maps and Directions
- Call 514-866-6492 or email reservations@hoteleuropa.com
Old Montreal and Harbour Map

AML Cruise Boat leaves from King Edward Pier